In this note biregular group rings are characterized and an example is given to show that Renault's conjecture is false.
A ring A with 1 is biregular if for all aeA, AaA is generated by a central idempotent Equivalently, A is biregular iff all the stalks of its Pierce sheaf are simple.
In [1] Bovdi and Mihovski showed that for a ring A, if the group ring AG is biregular then: (*) A is biregular and G is locally normal with the order of each finite normal sub-group of G invertible in A. A proof is found in Renault [7] . In [6] Renault showed that (*) is necessary and sufficient in case A is a finitely generated module over its centre or if A is right self-injective. He conjectured that (*) is necessary and sufficient in general. In fact (*) is not sufficient as the example below shows. Some familiarity with Pierce sheaf techniques is assumed (see [5] or [2] ). Proof. Assume AG is regular. A proof that (i) and (ii) hold is found in [7] . They can be proved directly. Since A is a homomorphic image of AG, (i) holds. For a finite normal subgroup H of G put n = \H| and r = 2, H h. Now r is central and r 2 = nr. This and biregularity gives that n is invertible. From this it can be shown that if A + denotes the characteristic subgroup of torsion elements with only finitely many conjugates (see [4,p. 81] ) then for each xeX, A X (G/A + ) is a stalk of the Pierce sheaf of AG. Since it is simple G = A + and (ii) follows. To show (iii), for e eB (A X G), let re AG be such that r + xAG = e. Then AGrAG = fAG for some feB(AG).
It follows that /+ xAG = e and the coefficients of e lift to the corresponding coefficients of /, which are central in A.
CONVERSE: By [6, Lemma 1.4], it suffices to suppose that G is finite. We need the following remark suggested to me by D. Handelman: Let A be simple and \G\ invertible in A, then AG is a finite product of simple rings. Indeed let C be the centre of A. Then CG is completely reducible, say CG = TI™S t , S t simple (Artinian) rings. Then AG = A ® c USi = TLA ® c S h a product of simple rings by [3, p. 109] . Now let re AG. For each xeX, the ideal of A X G generated by r + xAG is, by the remark, generated by some e x eB(A x G) .
Now e x can be lifted to a central idempotent f x of AG. Indeed the property of being a central idempotent in A X G can be expressed in terms of the coefficients: by a finite set of equations showing that e x is an idempotent, by the fact that the coefficients are constant on the conjugacy classes and that they are central. The coefficients of e x can be lifted to elements of A satisfying all the properties by [5, Prop. 3.4] and by (iii). Call the resulting element f x eB(AG).
The fact that e x generated the ideal generated by r + xAG means that there exist r x , s x eAG, i = 1,..., 
